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Abstract 
 


 The purpose of this exercise is to gain knowledge of how microscopes work 
through practical applications of a microscope in the observation of bacteria and blood. 
 


Hypothesis 
 


This exercise will allow me to gain an understanding of how to set up and use a 
microscope.  This will help me gain skills in making observations about specimens. 
 


 
Procedures 


 
 Time was taken to prepare the microscope for use.  The lenses were wiped 
clean.  Seven different prepared slides were chosen as specimens. Two slides were 
fresh.  See Table 1 below to see which specimens were chosen. Using a light 
microscope, each slide was examined at 10x, 40x, and 100x oil immersion 
magnifications. The observations of each slide were noted. Each of the slides was 
drawn and each drawing was labeled. Magnification was noted on drawings.  


        
      Table 1.              


Specimens 
“e” 
Penicillium with conidia 
Bacteria, bacillus form 
Yeast 
Bacteria, coccus form 
Bacteria, spirillium form 
Prepared yogurt slide 
Fresh yogurt slide - 24 hours old 
Fresh Blood smear 
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Observations 
 


 The observations are reported in Table 2. Drawings of specimens follow the 
table. 
 
 
Table 2. 


Specimen Magnification Observations 
“e” 150x “e” appears upside down 
  Edges are fuzzy, not clearly defined 
  Edges of “e” are wavy 
Penicillium with conidia 150x Long chains 
  Flagella-like with bulbous end 
 600x Fork shaped 
  Long tail on one end 
  Bulbous part in the middle 
  3 to 4 prongs 
  Small, cube shaped, darker parts are 


attached to prong shaped parts 
 1500x oil immersion Appears to be three dimensional 
  Brighter colors 
  2 or 3 Layers of cells 
Bacteria, bacillus form 150x Looks more like dirt, than bacteria 
  Rod shaped 
  Appear to be touching 
 600x Very small 
  Not touching 
 1500x oil immersion Rod shaped 
  Dense, not transparent 
  Assorted lengths 
  Roughly the same circumference 
Yeast 150x Appear to be touching 
  Pink and blue colored cells 
 600x Different shades of blue 
  Overlapping 
  Many pink cells not touching 
  Spherical in shape 
 1500x oil immersion More transparent 
  Outer membranes are darker 
  Cells spaced apart from each other 
Bacteria, coccus form 150x Cells are in groups 
  Irregular shapes 
  Transparent 
 600x Some cells not in groups 
  Still difficult to detect shape 
 1500x oil immersion Short and plump 
  Not spherical 
  Dense in color 
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  Appear separated 
Bacteria, spirillium form 150x Many small groups of cells 
  Red cells and brown cells 
  Looks like fibers, the way cells are clustered 
  Cells look transparent 
 600x Big spaces between clusters of cells 
  Rust, yellow, and blue colored cells 
  Look like boomerangs 
 1500x oil immersion Some long, some short 
  Some wavy, some just one bend 
  transparent 
Prepared yogurt slide 150x Very few bacteria in view 
  Cannot tell their shape 
  Clustered in groups 
 600x Cells are more pronounced 
  Dense in color 
  Cocci shaped  
  Streptococci shaped 
 1500x oil immersion Cocci shaped 
  Outer membrane looks thicker than center of 


cell  
  Center is more transparent 
Fresh yogurt 23 hours 
old 


150x Gray matter 


  Not recognizable as cells 
 600x Differing shades of gray 
  Very small 
  Cannot tell shape 
  There is movement by many cells 
 1500x oil immersion Some cells look turquoise in color 
  Irregular shapes 
Fresh blood smear 600x Cells are mobile 
  Hundreds of erythrocytes 
  Some are stacked together and appear 


worm-like 
  Pale salmon color 
  Saw one leukocyte 
 1500x oil immersion Biconcave shape of erythrocyte 
  Still look worm-like 
  Erythrocyte has no nucleus 
  Erythrocyte seems more transparent 
  Leukocyte iridescent in color 
  Leukocyte has irregular shape 
  Leukocyte has nucleus 
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Analysis 
 


 It took almost three hours to figure out a good light source for the microscope 
and to figure out how to adjust it to view the slides.  That was because of inexperience. 
It was a good learning exercise.  It is believed the exercise was performed correctly and 
the expected observations were made. 
 


Conclusions 
 
 The exercise was performed thoroughly.  The fresh slide preparation turned out 
well. 
 
Questions: 
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A. List the following parts of the microscope and describe the function of each 


 


 
The following parts of the microscope are: 


a. The eyepiece transmits and magnifies the image from the objective 
lens to your eye. 


b. The body (or tube) is connected to the arm of the microscope. It can 
be adjusted up or down to focus the image on the slide, to change 
lenses, or to change slides. 


c. The nosepiece is a rotating mount that holds the objective lenses. 
d. The objective lens gathers light from the specimen. 
e. The stage is what the specimen rests upon. 
f. The condenser is a lens system that aligns and focuses the light from 


the lamp onto the specimen. 
g. The illumination mirror allows light to reflect up to the specimen. 
h. The coarse-focus knob is used to bring the specimen into the focal 


plane of the objective lens. 
i. The fine-focus knob allows you to make fine adjustments to focus the 


image. 
j. The arm is the curved portion that holds the optical parts at a fixed 


distance and aligns them. 
k. The clips hold the slide that the specimen is on. It keeps the slide from 


moving. 
l. The base supports the weight of all the microscope parts. 


 
B. Define the following microscopy terms: 


a. Focus: Focus can be controlled with coarse or fine adjustment knobs 
to make a blurry specimen more well defined. 


b. Resolution: Resolution is the capacity of an optical system to 
distinguish or separate two adjacent objects or points from one 
another. 


c. Contrast: Contrast has to do with the difference in lighting between 
adjacent areas of a specimen.  The intensity of light can be changed, 
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the diaphragm can be opened or closed, or chemical stains can be 
applied to the specimen to improve the contrast. 


 
C. Describe your observations from fresh yogurt slide you prepared in Part III.  


Under 10x magnification, the specimen is very gray. It is not recognizable as 
cells. Under 40x magnification, the slide is different shades of gray.  There is 
movement. It is difficult to pick out a specific shape. Under 100x oil immersion 
magnification, some cells look turquoise in color.  The cells are short and have 
irregular shapes. 


  
D. Were there observable differences between your fresh yogurt slide and the prepared 


yogurt slide?  If so, describe them.        
 There was movement in the fresh yogurt slide.  Many bacteria moved in one        
direction together. The cells on the fresh yogurt slide had a turquoise hue to them. 
 


E. Describe the four main bacterial shapes  
 
1. The coccus is a bacterial cell that is spherical, oval, or bean shaped. 
2. The bacillus is a bacterial cell that is cylindrical, or rod like.  It is longer than it    
  is wide. 
3. The spirrilium is a bacterial cell with a spiral shaped cylinder. 
4. The vibros is a bacterial cell that is rod like, that has a slight curve in it. 
 


F. What are the common arrangements bacteria are found in. 
Bacterial can occur in pairs. Paired spheres are called diplococcic, paired rods 
are called diplobacillus. 
Bacteria can occur in strands.  Spheres linked in chains are called streptococci. 
Rods occurring in chains are called streptobacillus. 
Bacteria can occur in clusters.  Spheres grouped in clusters are called 
staphylococci. 


 
G. Were you able to identify specific bacterial morphologies on either yogurt slide? If 


so, which types?  
They are small and irregularly shaped.  They look coccus shaped on the 


prepared and the fresh slides. On the prepared yogurt slide, the outer 
membrane of the cell looks thicker than the center of the cell.  The center of 
the cell on the prepared slide is almost transparent. 


H. Describe the cells you were able to see in the blood smear.  
I saw erythrocytes in the blood smear.  They were biconcave. They had no 
nucleus. Some of them appeared stacked together, and looked wormlike in 
shape. Under the microscope they appear salmon colored, not red.  They were 
circular in shape. 
I saw what appeared to be a leukocyte.  It looked more clear colored and 
iridescent.  I believe the darker spot in the middle of it is the nucleus. It was an 
irregular shape. 
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I. Are the cells you observed in your blood smear different than the bacterial cells you 
have observed?  Why or why not? 


The cells in the blood smear are different than the bacterial cells I observed.  
They appear to be bigger than bacterial cells.  The red blood cells cannot 
reproduce.  


 
J. What is the purpose of immersion oil? Why does it work? 


 
Immersion oil enhances the resolving power of the microscope.  Oil has the 
same optical qualities as glass, and it prevents the peripheral light passing 
through the specimen from scattering into the air. 
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